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With more than 300 entries written by an international team of leading authorities in the
field, the Encyclopedia of Human Geography offers a comprehensive overview of the
major ideas, concepts, terms, and approaches that characterize a notoriously diverse
field. This multidisciplinary volume provides cross-cultural coverage of human
geography as it is understood in the contemporary world and takes into account the
enormous conceptual changes that have evolved since the 1970s, including a variety of
social constructivist approaches.
With each chapter organized by five themes (region, mobility, globalization, natureculture, cultural landscape), Contemporary Human Geography introduces students to
geography concepts through fascinating topics such as the distribution of college
sports, the relationship of beauty pageants and cultural identity, texting and language
modification, and more, continually reinforcing geographers' contributions to our
understanding of how we live in a globalized, modern world. The authors frame this
coverage using specific learning objectives to help students focus on essential
concepts and prepare for class discussions, assignments, and exams. Contemporary
Human Geography comes with two of Macmillan's online course spaces, allowing
instructors to choose how much media and assessment they'd like to make available
for their students, and at what price point. SaplingPlus offers innovative media content,
curated assessments, and brand new mapping activities powered by Esri. Achieve
Read & Practice combines the accessibility of a VitalSource e-book with our self-paced,
formative quizzing engine, LearningCurve.
This book brings together scholars from across a variety of disciplines who use different
methodologies to interrogate the changing nature of Russian culture in the twenty-first
century. The book considers a wide range of cultural forms that have been instrumental
in globalizing Russia. These include literature, art, music, film, media, the internet,
sport, urban spaces, and the Russian language. The book pays special attention to the
processes by which cultural producers negotiate between Russian government and
global cultural capital. It focuses on the issues of canon, identity, soft power and cultural
exchange. The book provides a conceptual framework for analyzing Russia as a
transnational entity and its contemporary culture in the globalized world.
Society, Space, and Social Justice addresses multiple contextual intersectionalities,
highlighting the underlying processes and causes contributing to the genesis and
regeneration of emergent and extant spaces of (in)justice. Employing quantitative and
qualitative techniques underpinned by elucidatory theoretical frameworks, the
contributors to this collection investigate intersections of class, disability, gender, race,
and “the other” within sociocultural and political-economic structures in varied
geographic scales in Brazil, India, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Uganda, and the United
States. This book’s thematic diversity—the environment and outdoors, employment and
labor, gendered/othered violence, health and disease, housing, infrastructure, and
urban design—gives it interdisciplinary appeal. This timely collection examines and
unpacks the complex mechanisms by which social justice can be perverted, thwarted,
or achieved.
Geographies of Globalization 2nd edition offers an animated and fully-updated
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exposition of the geographical impacts of globalization and the contribution of human
geography to studies and debates in this area. Energetic and engaging, this book: •
Illustrates how the core principles of human geography – such as space and scale –
lead to a better understanding of the phenomenon • Debates the historical evolution of
globalized society • Analyses the interconnected economic, political and cultural
geographies of globalization • Examines the impact of global transformations ‘on the
ground’ using examples from six continents • Discusses the three global crises
currently facing the world – inequality, the environment and unstable capitalism most
recently manifested in the Great Recession • Articulates a human geographical
framework for progressive globalization and approaching solutions to the problems we
face Boxed sections highlight key concepts and innovative work by geographers as well
as topical and lively debates concerning current global trends. The book is also
generously illustrated with a wide range of Figures, photographs, and maps.
Introducing Human Geographies is a comprehensive, stimulating and innovative
introduction to human geography. This second edition has been thoroughly revised and
updated to build upon the success of the acclaimed first edition. Now in full colour and
with sixteen new chapters, discussion points and glossary definitions in the margin, it is
even more accessible. Part one discusses the principal ideas through which human
geographers understand and shape their subject. Part two examines each of the main
sub-fields: ·cultural geography ·development geography ·economic geography
·environmental geography ·historical geography ·political geography ·rural geography
·social geography ·urban geography. Part three demonstrates how different thematic
interests are combined in cutting-edge human geographical debates. Introducing
Human Geographies continues to be the essential textbook for first year undergraduate
geography students taking introductory courses in human geography.
By offering access to the latest ideas, concepts, and theories in human geography –
accompanied by a strong foundation in the fundamentals – this handbook builds
knowledge about places and regions as well as a deeper understanding of the
interdependence of places and regions in a globalizing world.Fosters awareness of
current issues from a geographic perspective, reflecting developing trends such as the
globalization of industry; the upwelling of ethnic regionalisms on the heels of
decolonization and new state formation, and the emerging trend toward transnational
political and economic organizations. Covers key issues of human geography such as
global security, trade in commodities, cultural dimensions of globalization, youth culture,
economic aid and outsourcing, bio-terrorism, and more. Offers a rich and diverse
cartographic program with hundreds of maps that help reveal the important spatial
elements inherent to human geography.For those interested in learning more about
human geography.

Thinking Geographically offers students and faculty alike an elegant, concise,
and thorough overview of contemporary theoretical concerns in geography.
Easily accessible to those unfamiliar with social theory, this volume "pushes the
envelope" of understanding by sketching the contours of post-structuralist spatial
thought, including such critical emerging topics as geographies of text, the body,
money, and globalisation. Brief biographies of influential theorists demonstrate
how ideas are embodied and personified. This volume is highly useful for courses
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in human geography, the history and status of the discipline, and will stand as a
milestone in the discipline's conceptual understanding over the next decade or
more." Barney Warf, Florida State University The last decade has seen
Geography transformed by an astonishing range of cultural and philosophical
concepts and approaches. Thinking Geographically is designed for students as
an accessible and enjoyable introduction to this new landscape of geographical
ideas. The book takes the reader through the history of geographic thought up to
a survey of the present. Contemporary theory is then used to explore real world
issues drawn from across the discipline of social, cultural, political and economic
geography. Entertainingly written and packed with examples and with profiles of
key theorists, the book is an ideal introduction for any student who wants to
discover the potential of thinking geographically.
The International Encyclopedia of Human Geography provides an authoritative
and comprehensive source of information on the discipline of human geography
and its constituent, and related, subject areas. The encyclopedia includes over
1,000 detailed entries on philosophy and theory, key concepts, methods and
practices, biographies of notable geographers, and geographical thought and
praxis in different parts of the world. This groundbreaking project covers every
field of human geography and the discipline’s relationships to other disciplines,
and is global in scope, involving an international set of contributors. Given its
broad, inclusive scope and unique online accessibility, it is anticipated that the
International Encyclopedia of Human Geography will become the major reference
work for the discipline over the coming decades. The Encyclopedia will be
available in both limited edition print and online via ScienceDirect - featuring
extensive browsing, searching, and internal cross-referencing between articles in
the work, plus dynamic linking to journal articles and abstract databases, making
navigation flexible and easy. For more information, pricing options and availability
visit http://info.sciencedirect.com/content/books/ref_works/coming/ Available
online on ScienceDirect and in limited edition print format Broad, interdisciplinary
coverage across human geography: Philosophy, Methods, People,
Social/Cultural, Political, Economic, Development, Health, Cartography, Urban,
Historical, Regional Comprehensive and unique - the first of its kind in human
geography
More than any other book for the introductory human geography course,
Contemporary Human Geography shows what geographers actually dohow they
conduct research, develop new insights, teach us about the world from a
geographers perspective, and apply their skills in a wide range of academic and
professional pursuits. With each chapter organized by five themes (mobility,
region, globalization, nature-culture, cultural landscape), Contemporary Human
Geography introduces students to fascinating topics such as vampire tourism, the
rise of the LBGT districts, texting and language modification, and more,
continually reinforcing the geographers contributions of geographers to our
understanding of how we live in the a globalized modern world. The authors
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structure this coverage around specific learning objectives, to help students focus
on essential concepts and prepare for class discussions, assignments, and
exams.
This is a theoretical and practical guide on how to undertake and navigate
advanced research in the arts, humanities and social sciences.
Pulsipher’s World Regional Geography shows the rich diversity of human life
and demystifies global issues by representing the daily lives of men, women, and
children in the various regions of our globe. The eighth edition continues to make
these global issues accessible to students through a thematic framework, new
learning outcomes and new end of chapter support for students. This text comes
with homework help SaplingPlus, an online solution that combines an e-book of
the text, Pulsipher’s powerful multimedia resources, and the robust problem
bank of Sapling Learning. Every problem entered by a student will be answered
with targeted feedback, allowing your students to learn with every question they
answer.
Despite China's obvious and growing importance on the world stage, it is often
and easily misunderstood. Indeed, there are many Chinas, as this
comprehensive survey of contemporary China vividly illustrates. Now in a
thoroughly revised and updated edition that offers the only sustained geography
of the reform era, this book traces the changes occurring in this powerful and
ancient nation across both time and space. Beginning with China's diverse
landscapes and environments, and continuing through its formative history and
tumultuous recent past, the authors present contemporary China as a product of
both internal and external forces of past and present. They trace current and
future successes and challenges while placing China in its international context
as a massive, still-developing nation that must meet the needs of its 1.3 billion
citizens while becoming a major regional and global player. Through clear prose
and new, dynamic maps and photos, China's Geography illustrates and explains
the great differences in economy and culture found throughout China's many
regions.
Integrated teaching, learning, and assessment tools, created by a master
teacher.
Communication and the Globalization of Culture: Beyond Tradition and Borders, by
Shaheed Nick Mohammed, examines the modern and historical evolution of
conceptualizations of culture as well as the concept of culture itself. The book suggests
that modern corporate globalized media technologies do not destroy culture, but rather
force us to re-think how we have conceptualized the differences, uniqueness, and
similarities between "the other" and ourselves.
This version includes textbook and LaunchPad Access. Contemporary Human
Geography shows what geographers actually do—how they conduct research, develop
new insights, teach us about the world from a geographer’s perspective, and apply
their skills in a wide range of academic and professional pursuits. The text is structured
around specific learning goals, helping students focus on essential concepts for class
discussion, assignments or examinations. The pack comes with LaunchPad, containing
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resources for you and your students; it combines an interactive e-book with high-quality
multimedia content and ready-made assessment options, including LearningCurve
adaptive quizzing. Curated pre-built units are easy to assign or adapt with your own
material, such as video, animations, simulations, readings, quizzes, discussion groups
and more.
As political, economic, and environmental issues increasingly spread across the globe,
the science of geography is being rediscovered by scientists, policymakers, and
educators alike. Geography has been made a core subject in U.S. schools, and
scientists from a variety of disciplines are using analytical tools originally developed by
geographers. Rediscovering Geography presents a broad overview of geography's
renewed importance in a changing world. Through discussions and highlighted case
studies, this book illustrates geography's impact on international trade, environmental
change, population growth, information infrastructure, the condition of cities, the spread
of AIDS, and much more. The committee examines some of the more significant tools
for data collection, storage, analysis, and display, with examples of major contributions
made by geographers. Rediscovering Geography provides a blueprint for the future of
the discipline, recommending how to strengthen its intellectual and institutional
foundation and meet the demand for geographic expertise among professionals and the
public.
Human Geography gets general readers to think geographically across scale and
across a wide range of geographical phenomena and global issues. All concepts and
themes are touched on with the historical background one would expect, but also with
current examples to make the reading more relevant. The content is written in such a
way that it is approachable and appealing. It includes all of the important themes in a
succinct and engaging narrative style that can easily be understood. From the Field
boxes and opening vignettes help anyone who has not personally traveled much of the
world. General readers will also find the latest data as they build their understanding of
important concepts.
Arguing that American globalism had a very distinct geography and was pieced
together as part of a powerful geographical vision, this text explores US global
ambition. The story unfolds through an account of the career of Isaiah Bowman, the
most famous American geographer of the 20th century.
More than any other book for the introductory human geography course, Contemporary
Human Geography shows what geographers actually do—how they conduct research,
develop new insights, teach us about the world from a geographer’s perspective, and
apply their skills in a wide range of academic and professional pursuits. With each
chapter organized by five themes (mobility, region, globalization, nature-culture, cultural
landscape), Contemporary Human Geography introduces students to fascinating topics
such as vampire tourism, the rise of the LBGT districts, texting and language
modification, and more, continually reinforcing the geographers’ contributions of
geographers to our understanding of how we live in the a globalized modern world. The
authors structure this coverage around specific learning objectives, to help students
focus on essential concepts and prepare for class discussions, assignments, and
exams. Contemporary Human Geography can be ordered with W.H. Freeman’s
breakthrough online course space, LaunchPad, which offers innovative media content,
curated and organized for easy assignability, in an intuitive interface that combines
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power and simplicity. To order this book packaged with LaunchPad please order
package isbn 978-1-319-01716-3.
Trusted for its timeliness, readability, and sound pedagogy,The Cultural Landscape: An
Introduction to Human Geography emphasizes the relevance of geographic concepts to
human problems. The relationship between globalization and cultural diversity is woven
throughout; Rubenstein addresses these themes with a clear organization and
presentation that engages students and appeals to instructors. TheEleventh Edition
focuses on issues of access and inequality to discuss negative trends (such as the
economic downturn, depleting resources, and human-caused climate change) as well
as positive steps taken (sustainability, technology, regime change, women's rights, and
more). An updated design is optimized for eBooks and more effective student learning.
The cartography and photos are fully updated.
Paul Hopper leads the reader through the varied issues associated with globalization
and culture, including deterritorialization, cosmopolitanism, cultural hybridization and
homogenization as well as claims that aspects of globalization are provoking cultural
resistance.
This informative text offers a geographical perspective on globalization. It provides a
lively exploration of its spatial impacts and the distinctive contribution of human
geography to studies and debates in this field. Fully up-to-date and engaging, this work:
critically appraises the concept and processes of globalization from a geographical
perspective debates the historical evolution of globalized society illustrates how the
core principles of human geography - such as space and scale - lead to a better
understanding of the phenomenon analyzes the interconnected economic, political and
cultural geographies of globalization examines the impact of global transformations ‘on
the ground’ using examples from six continents discusses the challenges for the
environment and the Third World created by globalizing processes articulates a human
geographical framework for progressive globalization. Throughout, boxed sections
highlight and clearly explain 'key concepts' and showcase classic and innovative work.
Highly illustrated with figures, photographs and maps, this book also includes chapter
summaries and annotated further reading. It will be indispensable for human
geography, sociology, political science and development studies undergraduates and
postgraduates studying the phenomenon on both dedicated and linked courses.
The second edition of this text has been thoroughly revised and updated to build upon
the success of the first. Now in full colour with 16 new chapters, discussion points and
glossary definitions in the margin, it is even more accessible.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not
be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
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either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Contemporary Human Geography is a beautifully crafted, modular
springboard into essential human and cultural geography concepts, designed for the
contemporary geography student. This brief, innovative text explores current human
geography in the bold visual style that distinguishes Dorling Kindersley (DK)
publications. Topics within each chapter are organized into modular, self-contained, twopage spreads. Together with the graphics, Rubenstein's efficient writing engages
students, presenting information clearly without sacrificing the high-quality geography
content essential to students and instructors.
While the influence of Western, Anglophone popular culture has continued in the global
cultural market, the Korean cultural industry has substantially developed and globally
exported its various cultural products, such as television programs, pop music, video
games and films. The global circulation of Korean popular culture is known as the
Korean wave, or Hallyu. Given its empirical scope and theoretical contributions, this
book will be highly appealing to any scholar or student interested in media globalization
and contemporary Asia popular culture. These chapters present the evolution of Hallyu
as a transnational process and addresses two distinctive aspects of the recent Hallyu
phenomenon - digital technology integration and global reach. This book will be the first
monograph to comprehensively and comparatively examine the translational flows of
Hallyu through extensive field studies conducted in the US, Canada, Chile, Spain and
Germany.
This comprehensive study offers a thematic approach to Latin America, focusing on the
dynamic connections between people, places, and environments rather than on predefined notions about the region. The book’s well-rounded and accessible analysis
includes discussions of borders and migration; transnationalism and globalization;
urbanization and the material, environmental and social landscapes of cities; and the
connections between economic development and political change. The authors also
explore social and cultural themes such as the illegal drug trade, tourism, children, and
cinema. Offering a nuanced and clear perspective, this book will be a valuable resource
for all those interested in the politics, economy, and society of a rapidly globalizing
continent. Contributions by: Fernando J. Bosco, J. Christopher Brown, James Craine,
Altha J. Cravey, Giorgio Hadi Curti, James Hayes, Edward L. Jackiewicz, Thomas Klak,
Mirek Lipinski, Regan M. Maas, Araceli Masterson-Algar, Kent Mathewson, Sarah A.
Moore, Linda Quiquivix, Zia Salim, Kate Swanson, and Benjamin Timms.
Introduces globalization, describing its history and importance in the present era, and
discusses such economic concepts as free trade, jobs and wages, balance of trade,
trade deficits, and key financial institutions.
Harm de Blij contends in this book that geography continues to hold us all in an
unrelenting grip and that we are all born into natural and cultural environments that
shape what we become, individually and collectively.
This extensively revised and updated fourth edition not only examines the new
geographical patterns forming within and between cities, but also investigates the way
geographers have sought to make sense of this urban transformation. It is structured
into three sections: 'contexts', 'themes' and 'issues' that move students from a
foundation in urban geography through its major themes to contemporary and pressing
issues. The text critically synthesizes key literatures in the following areas: the urban
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world changing approaches to urban geography urban form and structure economy and
the city urban politics planning, regeneration and urban policy cities and culture
architecture and urban landscapes images of the city experiencing the city housing and
residential segregation transport and mobility in cities sustainability and the city. The
fourth edition combines the topicality and accessibility of previous editions with
extensive new material, including many new chapters such as the urban world and
politics, housing and Residential Segregation, and transport in cities, as well as a
wealth of international case studies, extending its range of coverage across the field.
This book features enhanced pedagogy including a range of new illustrations and
tables, a list of key ideas for each chapter, end of chapter essay questions and project
activities, and annotated further reading from books, journals and websites. Written in
an engaging, student friendly style, this is an essential read for students and scholars of
Urban Geography.
For courses in Human Geography. Strengthening readers’ connection to geography
through active, discovery-based learning Trusted for its timeliness, readability, and
sound pedagogy, The Cultural Landscape: An Introduction to Human Geography
emphasizes the relevance of geographic concepts to human challenges. The
relationship between globalization and diversity is woven throughout; Rubenstein
addresses these themes with a clear organization and presentation that engages
students and appeals to instructors. The Twelfth Edition challenges readers to apply
geography tools and techniques to their local environments, bridging the global and the
local, and getting students to interact with their local geography.New applied activities
and debate features further strengthen readers’ ties to the geography all around them.
Pearson MasteringGeography™ not included. Students, if Pearson MasteringGeography
is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for
the correct ISBN and course ID. Pearson MasteringGeography should only be
purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson
representative for more information. Pearson MasteringGeography is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment product proven to improve results by helping
students quickly master human geography concepts. Interactive, self-paced coaching
activities provide individualized coaching to help students stay on track. With a wide
range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and retain even
the most difficult concepts.
This volume provides an up-to-date, authoritative synthesis of the discipline of human
geography. Unparalleled in scope, the companion offers an indispensable overview to
the field, representing both historical and contemporary perspectives. Edited and
written by the world's leading authorities in the discipline Divided into three major
sections: Foundations (the history of human geography from Ancient Greece to the late
nineteenth century); The Classics (the roots of modern human geography);
Contemporary Approaches (current issues and themes in human geography) Each
contemporary issue is examined by two contributors offering distinctive perspectives on
the same theme
In this critical and sophisticated analysis, Philip F. Kelly challenges the conventional
definition of globalization as an irresistible and inevitable force to which societies must
succumb. By tracing the consequences of global economic integration in the
Philippines, he argues that global processes are constituted, accommodated, mediated
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and resisted in social processes at multiple scales, from the national economy to the
village and the household.
The collection brings together established and emerging scholars from the School of
Global, Urban and Social Studies at RMIT University to reflect on the lived-experience
of globalization. It uses a narrative approach to explore how key concepts in the field of
globalization studies relate to the experience of everyday life.
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